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A
short time after the Commission of the Netherlands

Geographical Society had decided upon a scientific

expedition into the interior of Sumatra, I was, by virtue of

my office, as Government "Controleur" at Soepajang, invited

by the above-named Commission to take charge of one of the

sections into which the expedition had been divided. Al-

though convinced of the great difficulties of the task about

to be entrusted to me, I thought it my duty not to refuse

so honourable a mission.

From February, 1877, to March, 1879, we remained in the

districts that had been assigned to us, and though not able

to apply " Veni, vidi, vici " to ourselves, we nevertheless

collected a mass of details regarding the country, of which, on
our return, it was our privilege to render an account.

Those who are acquainted with the work in which are

united the results of the Sumatra expedition, and which,
thanks to the efforts of our Commission, has taken so high
a place at this Geographical Congress, may have observed
that our labours are not yet ended.
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While we were still occupied with our report, the
Netherlands Society received an invitation from the Central
Commission of this Congress, to send its representatives to

the ancient City of the Doges. Amongst the delegates of our
Society to this Congress where so many illustrious geographers
and famous travellers were to meet, the honour of represent-

ing the Sumatra Expedition, fell upon two of its Members,
Mr. D. D. Yeth and myself. I was specially entrusted to ex-

plain in this place the object of the Netherlands Scientific

Expedition into the interior of Sumatra, and the results

arrived at.

I would ask, at starting, to be allowed to refer to the

published portion of the work compiled on the return of the

Expedition, by its Members. I trust I may be permitted
to state briefly what was known of the interior of

Sumatra previous to our Expedition, and what has been done
by us to extend this knowledge. Various circumstances had
within recent years contributed to awaken attention

to Sumatra, and our experience of the country and its

people was called in to supply the existing gaps. Up to

the end of the 18th century Marsden's book * was the
only work comprising everything which at that epoch was
known of Sumatra, but after that time, the scientific researches
of several later travellers had accumulated knowledge
and discovered new facts with regard to the Eastern
Coast ; these were most notably JuNGHUHN,f Van dee Tuttk,

Solomon Muller, A. Homer, Van Oort and Korthals, Oosth-
oef, Teysman, Cordes, Ludeking, and lastly the Italian travel-

ler Beccari. In the branch of geographical research,

Beyerinck and Cluysenaer chiefly distinguished themselves,

and in the region of topography and geology, the Engineers
Van Duck de Greve and Verbeck. For Bencoolen and the
Lampong districts we had the data of Major Steck, the travel-

lers Du Bois and Zollinger, General Kohler, the philologist

Van der Tuuk, and various public officials of Netherlands

* History of Sumatra, London, 1783, 1784, 1811, 4P.

t The titles of all works and articles in Reviews treating of Sumatra will be

found at the end of a paper upon this Island by Professor P. J. Veth, reprinted

in the Statistical and Geographical Dictionary of Netherlands India, Amsterdam,
1873, p. 777 et seq.
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India. Until Marsden's time the extent of the important king-
dom of Palembang was little known, but the wars and military

operations on a small scale which were the inevitable result of

the collapse of the Sultanate and submission to the Netherlands
authority, have, within the last half-century, increased our
information with regard to this important country. To this

the writings of Salmond, Presgrave, Court, de Stuerler
Pr^torius, Gramberg, Tetsman, Wallace, Mohnick and
de Pruys Van der Hoeven have especially contributed.

On the North of Palembang, are situated the kingdoms of

Djambi, Indragiri and Kampar, of which the first is reckoned
as a dependency of Palembang. The second is tributary to

the Sultan of Lingga and consequently considers itself as with-
in the jurisdiction of the Eiouw Residency, whilst Kampar,
formerly part of the ancient kingdom of Siak, now acknow-
ledges the authority of the Residency of the East Coast of

Sumatra. This part of the interior had never, previously to

to our Expedition, been thoroughly explored, and of the two
rivers —Kampar, and Indragiri or Kouantan —our specific

knowledge was limited to their mouths and the immediate
vicinity. The Residency on the East Coast embraced
in 1873 the dependencies of the ancient Sultanate of Siak

;

after that date many now highly flourishing agricultural

undertakings were established, chiefly at Deli and Langkat,
and our acquaintance with this part of the island has thus
been increased. Finally, the circumstance to which science

is indebted for so much information with regard to the an-
cient kingdom of Acheen and its people, is no other, alas,

than the long war with all its attendant evils, which is

now said to be over, —having led to a peace by no means as

«

sured, owing to the spirit of hatred existing amongst the
vanquished. Sumatra now belongs wholly to Netherlands
India. In reality, however, there is in the centre and on the

East Coast, a large extent of country in which the rule of the
Netherlands is still a fiction, but even there its influence has
been daily extending for some years.

The Coast of Acheen in the North ; Ta,panouli and the
West Coast, down to the borders of Mount Barisan; Benkoulen,
the Lampong districts and Palembang to the South ; the

Coasts of Siak, Deli and Langkat to the N» E, —these : gentle-
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men, are the provinces now subject to our administrative

system. Notwithstanding the researches of the travellers I

have already mentioned, there remained a wide extent of

country in the centre of the Island which was still, for the
most part, if not entirely, terra incognita.

The maps of this region showed very inaccurately the
configuration of the ground, the topography of the mountains,
the courses of the rivers, the geological aspect and fertility

of the soil, and the facilities for transport by land and
water. With regard to all this and many other questions of

ethnography, language and natural history, the works written

upon Sumatra left the explorer painfully in the dark. Thus
matters stood when our representative, Colonel Versteeg,
conceived the idea of exploring these unknown regions.

Scarcely anything was known of the river, which, with
its many affluents, traverses Djainbi, except that its source

lies south of the highlands of Padang, and a few other facts

gathered in the interests of navigation. Djainbi, the Sulta^n

of which was a nominee of the Netherlands India Govern-
in ent > and where a Netherlands official acted as Political

Agent, was looked upon as a dependency of the Province
administered hj the Resident of Palembang.

Djambi was as much unknown to us as Central Africa

was to our fathers. Nevertheless there was more than one
reason for desiring more intimate knowledge. Most of the

Central Districts were celebrated for the beauty of their

scenery, their unequalled richness of soil and the industry

and pleasant disposition of their inhabitants.

In 1869, after the existence of rich seams of coal on the

banks of the Ombilin (the upper waters of the Indragiri) had
been discovered by Greve, an Engineer, who died in the

midst of his labours, serious efforts were made to provide

means for the transport of this " black gold." The country
lying between the coal beds and the West Coast was explored
by a band of engineers under the orders of M. Cluysenaer.
They published a large work and detailed maps, but though
this was useful from a scientific point of view, the estimated

cost of constructing and working a railway to the West Coast
was so considerable, that there could be no hope of putting

such an idea into execution, This, then, was one of the most
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powerful reasons for selecting this portion of the centre of

Sumatra as the chief aim of the researches of our expedi-

tion. The more so, as the Government was willing to encour-
age travelling in all these countries, except Korintji,

which, for political reasons, was closed to travellers. All the

reports of the Government officials as to the attitude of the
natives were favourable, and the Government itself gave full

support to the undertaking of our Society by large contribu-

tions both of money and stores. The actual state of affairs,

however, as we found afterwards, differed widely from what
had been hoped for in Holland during the preparations for our
expedition. Our companion, Schouw Santvoort, who after-

wards died at Djambi, experienced this at starting, when
making his perilous expedition across the island in a canoe

;

and when later we endeavoured to visit the petty states of

Manangkabo, which divide the Netherlands territory in the
highlands of Padang from the great kingdom of Djambi, we
were obliged to beat a precipitate retreat owing to the hostile

attitude of the Prince of Si Gountour ;* and the news of the
unfavourable disposition of the above-named States spread
with such rapidity, that the Government thought it prudent to

forbid our penetrating further into the States of Rantau,
Barouk and Djambi from the west. We were therefore

obliged to turn our steps towards the east. But there also,

we soon discovered, when we endeavoured to explore the Dis-
trict of Limoun, a part of the Djambi territory, that all the
original reports had been dictated by an unjustifiable opti-

mism, and that even when a friendly chief lent us his sup-

port, the general feeling of the natives was too hostile

to allow us to shew ourselves any longer without military

escort, and still less, of course, to attempt any scientific

researches.

* Forbes, the Naturalist, two years later, failed to penetrate into Djambi.
He was advised ft not to attempt to enter without the mandate of the Sultan,
" meaning not the Sultan recognised by the Dutch Government, but the previous
" deposed ruler, who had taken up his court in the interior of the country and
" whom all the Djambi people recognised. This was very disappointing, but I
" had fared no worse than the Dutch Mid-Sumatra Expedition, which, two years
" before, had been advised to turn back at that same place,"

—

Forbes Eastern
Archipelago, 253, —Ep,
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What then was the actual condition of Djanibi ? In 1834,,

the Netherlands Government had signed a treaty with the
Sultan, who, no longer feeling himself able to cope with his

discontented subjects, had made the first advances. But when
in 1855, Hatott AhmadNatsarouddin succeeded him, difficul-

ties arose, resulting in a military expedition to Djanibi, which,
by an attack on the Kraton, drove out the Sultan. The Gov-
ernment appointed Sultan Ahmad as his successor, and was
satisfied by erecting a small fort, in which a weak garri-

son was stationed, leaving the conduct of the new Sul-

tan to be controlled by a Political Agent. The expelled

Sultan, generally known as Soutan Taha, retired to the
interior, where, fixing his residence at Telok Perdah on the
Batang Hari, near the mouth of the Tabir, he managed to

attract a number of followers.

His authority, though insignificant, was recognised by
all the Chiefs along the Hari and its tributaries as far as

the mouth of the Tembesi.
Sultan Ahmad, lacking the power to make himself res-

pected, was obliged to submit to the existing state of things

and to conclude a treaty of amity with his predecessor, by
which the boundaries of the territory of each were fixed.

Meanwhile, the resentment of Soutan Taha against the
Europeans who had deposed him did not diminish, and he
did not cease to incite revolt among all who could be con-

sidered friendly towards the Netherlands Government.
The unfortunate results of such a state of things were, as

might have been expected, experienced by our comrades,
who in a steam-launch were engaged in making a survey
of the rivers ; they were obliged to suspend their labours

owing to the hostile attitude of the natives, who prevented
their further advance. As I have already stated, the expedi-

tion had been divided into two parties, one of which was de-

tailed to explore the highlands, the other to survey the river

Djanibi and its affluents. The leader of the latter was Mr. S.

Schouw Santvoort, an officer of the Netherlands Navy, who, on
his decease, was succeeded by Lieutenant C. H. Cornelissen.
A steam-launch was placed at their disposal, —a boat

perfectly suited to the work in hand owing to its dimensions

and its small draught of water. The other members of the
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party were Mr. Makkink, the pilot, and Mr. Hermans, the
engineer, afterwards succeedeed by Mr. Snijdewind.

As for myself, I was at the head of the other party,

assisted by the Civil Engineer, Mr. D. D. Veth, who was en-
trusted with the geographical, geological and meteorological

investigations, as well as the preparation of negatives for

photographs, and by Mr. Soh T. Sxelleman, whose province
was zoology in its higher branches. Ethnology and the study
of languages fell to my share.

In summing up the results of our researches in this

marvellous country, I will first deal with geography, as this

subject, at a Geographical Congress like the present,

should be given the first place.

It seems superfluous to explain the success which crowned
the efforts of Messrs. Yeth, Cornelissen and Santvoort; with
the exception of quite a small portion, the courses of the

Hari and its chief affluent, the Tembesi, were minutely sur-

veyed. It was thus discovered that the Hari, on quitting the

highlands of Padang, flows due North, whence it follows

that the furthest point navigable for large boats, is much
nearer to the coal mines of Ombilin than it appeared to be on
former maps ; so much so that the Hari is of as much impor-
tance, as a highway for the transport of minerals to the East
Coast, as the river Indragiri itself. In surveying the southern
part of the Padang up-lands it was discovered that the rivers

Mamoun and Pottar belong in no way to the Kouantan
basin, but are affluents quite distinct from the Hari. But
most notably in the survey of Lebong was the inaccuracy of

former surveys made apparent.

The mountains of the interior of Sumatra have been
described with great exactness by Mr. Yeth in the 2nd part of

our work, which also contains all the geological and meteoro-
logical records. The large collection of photographs of the

country and of the people taken by him, are assuredly not
the least part of the labours which have helped to extend our
imperfect knowledge of Sumatra and its inhabitants. Again,
amongst the things which we were enabled to bring back with
us, I must mention an ethnographical collection* of more

* This collection is placed in the Royal Ethnographical Museum at

Ley den.
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than 500 objects, almost the whole of which have been repro-

duced in the 3rd part of our work. Wetrust that they will

give a true idea of the life and customs of the Malays, set

forth as they are in thirteen chapters of our ethnographical

description. In my linguistic researches, I set myself as

much as possible to note words and to collect manuscripts.

As to these latter, I frequently had them read and ex-

plained to me, in order to learn the real meaning and the

proper pronunciation of words. The difficulties I had to

overcome will be evident to all those who will take the trou-

ble to examine the word-lists of the Eawas and Lebong
(known as the Redjang) dialects, and the songs, puzzles and
proverbs which I gathered from the lips of the people themselves,

as well as the Manangkabo, Mouroi-Batou and Touankou-
nan Tjeredeg manuscripts. Besides, I was fortunate enough
to gather complete information about the figure-characters

of the Rentjoung as well as the method of spelling and
writing them.

This figure-writing owes its name to the manner in which
the words are engraved with the point of a knife upon strips

of bamboo.
I was, on several occasions, able to gather interesting in-

formation with regard to the aborigines of this part of the

country —the Koubous —and I am in a position to state this

curious fact, viz., that their language, which at the first

glance appears to differ entirely from Malay, appears on
closer investigation to be almost the same language as that

of the Malays who inhabit the Koubou district. Only, the
pronunciation of the Koubous is harsher, and their peculiari-

ty of expression takes the form of a dialect.

Wewere lucky enough to obtain some valuable botani-

cal specimens, and some other fortunate finds go to show
that our researches were not altogether fruitless. But most
remarkable of all were the results of our zoological investiga-

tions. Webrought back 30 mammals, 285 birds, 173 reptiles

and amphibians, 385 fish, 5 to 6 thousand insects, including

323 species of lepidoptera, and a large number of molluscs.*

* The greater part of this collection is now in the Koyal Museum of

Natural History at Leyden.
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Amongst these animals, there are many new species,

especially amongst the insects of which many species Lad
never previously been observed in Sumatra. Looking at this

large number of animals collected in a comparatively short

space of time, one might be led into the mistake of supposing
that the formation of such a collection would be an easy matter.

Without counting the difficulty of preparing and packing up
most of the specimens, the very hunting for them was attended
with many obstacles, and involved great loss of time. The
richness of the tropical fauna has passed into a proverb,

not without reason, but like most treasures, it must be
sought after out of the beaten track, and it is only little by
little that the paths leading to the hidden treasures of

nature are to be discovered.

In giving the preceding resume, I have accomplished
the task alloted to me, but permit me now to introduce you
in imagination, for a few moments at least, to the countries

visited by my companions and myself at the time that we tra-

versed these uncultivated regious, deeply impressed with their

unique beauty. I will choose those pages of our journal which
describe our ascent of the peak of Korintji, or Indrapura, the

highest mountain in Sumatra, and one of the highest
volcanoes in the Indian Archipelago. We were in the
country of the " twelve kotas," a district bounded on the

S. W. by the above-named mountain, and as before ourselves

no European, and still less any native, had ever attempted
the ascent, the preparations for our departure occupied some
space of time. Our first "idea was to take with us native

carriers, called koidis, but as it was too risky to set out
with our necessary baggage without knowing anything about
the nature of the ground, or even if it were possible to reach
the summit, we took the precaution of sending some
explorers on ahead as an advance-guard. The superstitious

nature of these people, however, so excited their imagination
that they returned to us with all sorts of extravagant stories

of the inaccessible rocks they had seen, and the fearful

monsters they had met. A second attempt on their pait

was more successful, and although uncertain as to being-

able to reach the highest point, we set out on the 5th

December; 1877, full of ardour and determination. Besides
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the coolies, we were accompanied by the two guides who had
conducted the exploring* parties, and by the Touankou of

DourianTaroung,aii intelligent chief , with two of his followers.

Each Jcouli carried 8 chupaks (4* J kil.) of rice, whilst the

two guides and the chief's followers carried between them
40 chupaks. Besides rice, each had to carry a part of the

baggage necessary for such a long stay in the jungle : firstly,

our camp-beds, and klambous, or mosquito curtains, articles not

less indispensable than a change of clothes in case of rain

;

some simple cooking utensils, and some tinned provisions, to

afford a change in our principal diet, viz., rice ; these

constituted our equipment, together with the other part of

our baggage, consisting of instruments for making* geo-

graphical and atmospheric observations, whilst those neces-

sary for the collection of plants and animals were not wanting,
and finally 2 chairs and some guns and ammunition completed
the whole. Every portion of our baggage was carefully wrapped
up in tarpaulins, which, fastened together, served as a roof for

our shelter at night. Clad in the simple dress suitable for a
wandering life in these wild regions, we set out, and our
first task was to clear a path with our wood-knives for the
houlis. These carriers, who, in Sumatra, are accustomed to

carrying their burdens on their heads, would never have been
able to get along in the small space sufficient for persons not
laden, pdid would have been liable every moment to get caught
in the lianes and thorny branches spreading out in every
direction overhead, if the guides had not formed a regular-

bed, so to speak, for the long line of houlis following
them. We were soon obliged to quit the path on ac-

count of the unfavourable nature of the ground, and
to continue our march along the bed of a river, a change
which considerably diminished our speed and compelled
our houlis to drop a long distance behind. When we
left the water to take again to dry land, our first care, while
waiting for the koulis to rejoin us, was to look around to

see if there was anything worth carrying off. Weperceived
an object which we were far from expecting to find in such a
place, namely a human skull, which projecting out of the water
was gazing at. us with hollow orbits. Approaching, we dis-

covered the thigh bones belonging to the same individual,
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a Malay, who two }
r ears previously bad been banished from his

negari on account of leprosy. Ten sonh^ of rice had
been set apart for him, and he had betaken himself in this

direction provided with an axe, a chopper, a wallet contain-

ing tobacco and sirih, and a flint and tinder. Thus equipped,
he had begun to climb the great mountain, the Peak of Ko-
riutji in order to seek among the mountain-spirits a cure for

his frightful malady.* He may, perhaps, have reached the
summit, but it would seem that the spirits did not grant his

wish. Though it may seem inhuman to treat fellow creatures

in this way, we must remember that the instinct of preserva-
tion, in countries where the population is too often decimat-
ed by epidemics, leads easily to measures of this kind. We
perched the skull, blanched by the alternate action of air and
water on the end of a pole by the riverside, so as to find it

easily on our return, feeling sure that no one would come in

the interval to dispute with us this strange product of the
soil. We followed the path which led from the stream
towards the mountain slopes, and which was nothing but a
broad track formed by elephants and rhinoceroses. This
brought us at about 3 o'clock in the afternoon to Timbouloun.
There, we found such an excellent resting place for the
night, amidst a conglomeration of projecting volcanic rocks,

that we resolved not to push on further, and all the more so

because the koulis were still far behind. It was only an hour
afterwards that the first arrived, and as their number gradu-
ally increased, we had to listen to confused accounts of

the difficulties they had undergone, and the misfortunes they
had met with.

The short time remaining before sunset was occupied in

following up for a bit the course of the river, and not far

from our encampment, we came across a stream, the limpid
water of which dashed down from a height of 20 feet between

" Among- Malay racas mountain-tops are resorted to as places of seclu-
sion and penance, as being- the abode of powerful spirits. See (as to Java),
Joura. hid. Arch., IV. p. 110; Forbes, Eastern Archipelago, 103

;
(Sumatra)

Id, 198 ; (Borneo) Tijdschrift voor Ned. Ind. 4 Jaargang, 2 deel. p. 9 ; Pririi.

Cult. II. 219 ; (Madagascar; Ellis' History of Madagascar, I. 84 ; See also

Journ. Ind, Arch. IX, 125 ; and Ellis' Polynesian Besearehes, l. s 397 and
IV.. 40-1.

Ed.
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granite "wnlls. The water dripped ceaselessly from trailing

creepers and from the rocks which overhung- the cataract.

Everything around was clamp, the air chill, and the silence,

which weighed like lead upon the whole scene, was unbroken,
save for the monotonous noise of the falling drops. In the

meantime some of our Jcoulis began to cut down young trees

and branches, and to drag them to the place where we intended
to form our bivouac. The lopped branches formed the sup-

ports of our dwelling-place, which, thanks to the natural

shelter we had found, was for once quickly enough put up,

and in which, besides our baggage, there was space enough to

lodge our followers. A little distance on our left, a large fire

was lighted at which our cook busied himself in preparing a

meal as frugal as it was welcome. A second fire was lighted in

front of the hut, its tall flames casting such fantastic shadows
around that we had no fear of being disturbed by any wild

beast. After long marches, such as we made nearly eveiy

day of our expedition, one is not much disposed to prolong

the evening after having dined. The conversation soon
begins to flag, and the slightest hint is sufficient to convince

the company of the advantage, nay the necessity, of going
to rest. Wefound this to be so, and whilst the Icoidis were,

according to their custom, squatting round the tire engaged
in animated conversation, we were stretching our wearied
limbs on our camp-beds, which though very simple, made a

much more comfortable bed than the bare ground. The
next morning wTe made haste to continue our journey, and
just allowing enough time to cook a few handfuls of rice,

which with ship's biscuit formed our breakfast, we were on
our way by half-past 6 o'clock.

Westill followed the track formed by the pachyderms,
which led us upwards to the north of the- mountain. We
advanced very slowly, having continually to clear the path of

fallen trees, and twisted creepers.

Wemarched in front with the guides, and towards 11

o'clock wearrived at a hut which had previously sheltered them,
but which we could not now make use of, on account of its

distance from any water we could drink, and also because

our day's task was by no means done. At about 3 o'clock in

the afternoon we came to the last hut occupied by the guides,
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rather more favourably situated by reason of its proximity to

water. Wecommenced at once, therefore, to establish our-

selves there, and after we had cleared aud levelled a space of 6

metres long by 2 broad, we put up a long- shed or pondoh.
I will not weary you with a too detailed account of our

undertaking-. Suffice to say that after several fruitless at-

tempts to push forward, we resolved on the 7th December to

leaA^e our koidis behind with the baggage, and to endeavour
ourselves, each escorted by two menwith axes, to reach the
summit by different routes.

On the 8th of December, about half-past twelve, I was
only about 200 metres from the summit, when my guide,

stumbling over a loose stone, fell on his face. Turning
round, I found him sitting on a rock, his mouth was
bleeding and his knee and arm were bruised. At this

moment a violent peal of thunder, with at least a hundred
reverberating echoes, broke over our heads. My guide
instantly began to urge a return. " Let us go back, Tuan,
since we know the way. It is beginning to get dark and we
are going to have heavy rain." A second thunder-clap, as

loud as the first, sounded almost as he spoke.
" The mountain is angry," he continued " do not let us

wait longer." Looking up towards the summit where a short

time before a picturesque crest of jagged rocks had stood out
above the gravel slopes of the mountain, I could perceive

nothing but a black and threatening cloud. There was
nothing for us but to return. But this was not so easy, the
stones which previously had seemed so solid, broke away
every moment under our feet, bringing down others in their

fall.

Arriving at the spot where we had quitted the forest, we
resolved to follow up the course of the river as well as possi-

ble as far as the cataract just above our hut. In this we
succeeded, and at about 2 o'clock in the afternoon we readied
our bivouac.

On the sixth day after leaving the plain, we at Inst got to

the top. It was on myhands and feet that I climbed the last

part, and the view that then met my eyes made me start back
with surprise, what I had taken for the top was but the
narrow rim of a yawning crater with precipitous sides. More
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than 1,000 metres below, water and sulphur were seething
and giving- off vapours, which filled the cavity for moments
at a time, and then lifted so as to reveal to us the whole
bottom of the abyss. This floor presented a sandy surface,

with lakes of sulphur here and there, easily recognisable by
their yellow colour, and a number of small arteries connect-
ing them. To m} r right and left the cliffs were more elevated,

and prevented myseeing the surrounding country, leaving only

a view of the summits of mountains in the distance. Notwith-
standing the grand spectacle presented by the high lands
of Padang, I could not, but express a feeling of disappoint-

ment at our situation, for I saw that it would be very diffi-

cult to make our way round the lofty and rugged edge,

whose exterior slope, at an angle of not less than 45° was
composed of such loosely holding shingle, that a single step

was sometimes enough to send immense stones rolling down
the precipice.

A few moments later M. Veth rejoined me, and after

having satisfied himself that the rocks on our right were
absolutely inaccessible, he proceeded to try and discover, more
to the south, a spot level enough to set up the tripod rest of

our telescope, by means of which we were to observe the
surrounding country. After a quarter of an hour's climb he
called for the instruments ; the Mandor, or head of the
Iconlis, with his men, advanced a few steps, but then sat

down, declaring that they were giddy. Only two coolies

ventured to follow me to the spot where my companion was
waiting. Climbing over sharp rocks, we at last reached a

level space of a few metres. Our observations, however, had
to be very brief, for big clouds collecting on all sides hindered
all exploration. To the S. E. towards the Gounoung Toujouk
(seven mountains) we noticed a large lake shut in by serrated

peaks, forest clad. In bygone ages this mountain, had
evidently been a gigantic volcano, such as the Peak of

Korintji at the present day.

N. W. from the foot of the Gounoung Toujouk, the first

rice fields of Korintji are situated on the banks of a consider-

able torrent. These fields were flooded and shone in the sun-

shine like polished plates of metal. Lastly, when a big cloud

suddenly intercepted our view, we noted the state of the
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barometer and the thermometer. The first indicated 495
millimetres, the second 7°8. C. On the following day we
succeeded in reaching the highest summit of the mountain.

Wehad been forced to send back five coolies who had
broken down, and even the Chief of Dourian Taroung himself

was obliged to leave us through illness. As our provisions were
sensibly diminishing, and we were afraid that the rest of the

coolies would not be able to stand the fatigue and cold much
longer, we decided to return.

I must not quit this subject without making some
observations upon the character of the fauna and flora of

this volcano, which rises to a height of 3,600 metres.

As far as the place where we spent the first night, the

forest generally resembled those we had already so often

traversed, containing a considerable number of large trees

linked together by strong creepers and heavy rotdn-manau.
The kale rises side by side with the ivaringin, the sacred

tree of the Hindoos, the koubang, the sianouk, or milk-

tree, with its white bark, and the wild kabati or kapok.

The undergrowth consists of large-leaved bamboos, with
knotted stems which interlace in every direction, of the

dahun katari, much used in Malay households, of the balun-

king with its edible flowers, and a large variety of ferns and
grasses.

Advancing upwards, towards our second halting place,

bamboos were replaced by varieties of pouar, whilst along

the river banks the cljombou-ajar were met with, and further

on, in the jungle, meranti and other straight-stemmed trees.

At this elevation rattan is still common enough, but as in the

case of the lianes, it is finer and weaker than in the lowlands.

Ascending higher still, the trunks of the various species

of the kali, and the djirah-pddang diminish in size, and we
notice that they are twisted, knotted, and covered with
different kinds of moss. The rattans and climbing plants

become more and more rare, grasses take the place of the

pouar, to be replaced in turn by the thick-stemmed pakou-
rasam, a species of fern which, together with other volcanic

plants, is found right up to the summit.
Above a height of 2,500 metres, no trees worthy of the

name are to be met with, but various kinds of flowering, or
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sweet-smelling shrubs, such as the Hwang, the bark of which
has an odour of orange-flowers, as also the flowers, the leaves,

and the fruit of the sarikmandjari, a number of sharp edged
grasses, and several graceful species of nepenthe. At the
highest point, which exceeds 3,000 metres, wherever a
little vegetable soil is collected in corners of the porous rock,

are to be seen, besides the plants already mentioned, the
lobak with its yellow flowers, and the tjapo-gounong, whose
little white flowers and pointed velvet leaves remind us of

the Edelweiss of the Alps. I will not go into the question as

to whether the presence of these plants proves the fertility of

the soil, but it is certain that the soil of the gentle slope

to the east and to the north-east of the Peak, is singularly

rich, and perfectly suited to agricultural enterprise.

In digging the ground for the foundations of our hut,

as well as in places where landslips had occurred, I ascer-

tained that the vegetable soil was in places more than a
metre in depth. But in order to obtain satisfactory results

from the cultivation of this district, it would first of all be
necessary to supplement its present scanty population
with a supply of labourers from Hindostan, Java, or

elsewhere.

The result of our observations of animal life, after leav-

ing the foot of the mountain, may be stated in a few words.

The large animals did not show themselves, which indeed
tlnyy rarely do, for in the depths of these vast forests animal
life seems exinct. The tracks of the rhinoceros were only

met with up to a height of 2,000 metres, those of the elephant

not beyond 1,500 metres ; wild chamois frequent the inacces-

sible rocks, and choose out those crevices and grottos which
by their projections afford them cover from the wind and
rain. Up to the very top we found tracks and droppings of

this antilocarpus sumatrensis. With regard to insects, we
remarked at the summit, some bees, gad flies, some small

black insects under stones, and here and there a butterfly.

Wealso met with a species of brown pigeon, perhaps the Treron

Xasica, and some smaller birds with green wings and red heads.

Leeches were only perceived up to a height of 1,300 metres,

while spiders, especially those of the family of Lycoeides

do not go higher than 3
?
000 metres.
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Wecame down the mountain much more slowly than
we had gone up. Still the rate at which we were going pre-

vented us from bestowing sufficient attention on the natural

features by which we were surrounded, and on the peculiari-

ties of the mysterious forests in which the struggle for

existence is ceaselessly going on—a struggle which man is

often unable to explain.

What a delightful fooling it is to reach, at the close of

day, an open space where one can give oneself who'ly over to

the repose and comfort of a bivouac. Many of these places

will remain indelibly in our memories. Thus on the evening
of the 5th October, we arrived at Sungei Sapi, a most pic-

turesque spot. Our people were already busy putting up a
shelter for us under the river bank. The banks rose sheer up
both sides, leaving only a clear view of the water up and down
stream. Our hut was quickly built on the stony soil of

the upper part of the river-bed, which was then dry. Soon the
lire for preparing our repast was lit, whilst near at hand
resounded the axes engaged in felling the trees destined for

building our pondok or hut. All around is movement, not,

however, to be of long duration, for as soon as the strictly

necessary labour is over, everyone makes himself as com-
fortable as possible, in order to make the most of this charm-
ing resting-p!a,ce.

Let us take the trouble to more minutely examine the
ground around us. By the path leading to the river, and
at a short distance from it, we notice coffee-bushes, durians,

mangosteeiis, and jambu-trees. It is evident that these are
not forest trees, but are the living remains of a village, which,
like so many others, has disappeared. Not a house whose
inhabitants might have told us their story has been left

standing; nothing has survived but these few fruit trees

which nature will reclaim in like manner, so as to completely
wipe out every vestige of the past.

To our left, the river flows slowly over a bed of stones,

and not far away is hidden from us by a bend.

On our right hand the scene is very different. The
water flows impetuously and dashes itself down from a high
rock into a deep basin, falling in a broad sheet with a con-

tinual roar
?

like an avalanche of pearls, and bringing with
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it an icy current of air. It would be impossible to imagine
a more picturesque bit of water scenery than this natural
basin. As long as the day-light lasted Ave made notes, or
arranged the collections made during the day.

The approach of night forced us to give up our
work, and we placed our chairs at the water's edge
enveloping ourselves in fragrant Havana smoke. The sub-

dued eifects of twilight are unfortunately unknown in these
countries. It is as though the sun were in haste to hide
himself, and in this enchanting spot the night fell suddenly
and covered all our landscape with its black veil.

Then almost at once we heard the leader of the insect

orchestra take up his office, and with a diabolic note give

the signal to begin. The light of phosphorescent cock-

chafers shine fantastically amidst the trees, bats nit like

shadows around our resting-place.

The koulis, who have lighted a second fire on the other

side of the hut, are squatting round it, intercepting the light,

which thus falls only on a portion of the river and hardly

reaches the distorted tree-roots which a land-slip has exposed
on the opposite side.

Our rice will soon be ready ; our old cook is giving it

his whole attention. Glad only in a pair of trousers, he is

sitting cross-legged and is with imperturbable gravity stir-

ring his rice with a long spoon. His whole figure is

stiff, severe, and rigid, as though it were carved in

wood. Of the Malays seated between us and the fire, we can

only distinguish the outlines, whilst every feature of their

companions who are sitting opposite to us is vigourously

brought out by the red gleams, produced by the light of the

flaming wood" upon their browned faces and bodies. And
while they rest themselves, smoking their cigarettes, they

listen attentively to one of their number who is telling the

history of some previous excursion. Doubtless, nowhere does

n £atnre offer more splendid spectacles than in these distant

forests. There is no monotony, on the contrary, an infinite

variety. Sometimes the surroundings inspire us with calm,

at other times we are awed by the stern force with which na-

ture works out her ends. The aspect of water rushing down-

ward from the mountains with ever increasing impetuosity,
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tearing a way for itself through and over the most colossal

and massive rocks, is truly terrific.

And what shall we say regarding the fine layer of earth,

which covers the rock, and which, although often not more
than a few centimetres in depth, yet nourishes and gives its

vital forces to a forest of gigantic trees, of brushwood and
lianes infinitely varied, and wearying the imagination with
their diversity of form and colour?

Our European forests cannot be compared with the flora

which Sumatra presents to our astonished eyes. Gigantic

trees strike their tenacious roots into the earth, or project

them into the air, as though nervously defending themselves
against the attacks of assailants.

In straight lines and fantastic curves, branches, leaves,

trunks and roots, twist in and out disputing for nourish-

ment ; here lianes attach themselves like tightened ropes to

the trees, or else twist in spirals round a young tree, whilst

there, they are poised without support, cork-screw fashion.

What is the meaning of this spiral without a prop ? The
victim which it formerly entwined, succumbed to its stifling

embrace and fell into dust, leaving only the fatal knot which
had strangled it. No plant can grow without a struggle :

parasites are everywhere, on the bark, on the branches, on
the leaves. It may easily be understood how hard it is to

recognise the parent amidst this chaos ; the parasites climb
from branch to branch, until the last leaf disappears, and
the last twig, bending beneath their weight, succumbs, and
hangs like the powerless arm of a vanquished man. And all

this luxuriant verdure, striving to climb on high in order to

enjoy the sparkling sun-light, twists about and forms an in-

extricable network, which only the wood-knife and the axe can
unravel. The rattan winds about like a snake between the
most delicate stems as well as between the thickest trunks,

and rears its spiny head, like a plume, amidst the tops of the
loftiest trees.

From time to time a bamboo grove presents an agreeable
change to the eye. The large stems spring forth majes-
tically, to fall afterwards in graceful curves ; sometimes the
path is blocked by a fallen tree, which in its heavy fall has
dragged down a whole plantation with it, while crushing a
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portion of the forest opposite. Knowing that time with his

inevitable scythe will put all things in order, the native in

such a case avoids the obstacle, goes round it, and clears him-
self a new path which rejoins the old one further on.

Gloomy obscurity and heavy silence weigh upon these

forests, never visited by Europeans, and seldom by Malays.
At midday, surrounded by native followers, there should be
nothing to alarm one in such a place, nevertheless one lifts

one's head with a shudder, when the mysterious stillness is

broken by a falling leaf, fluttering down and grazing the
tree-branches, or by a loosened stone rolling down a ravine.

It is the influence exercised by this tropical nature.

Thus in a framework of verdure, the torrent rolls down
from rock to rock with foam whiter than snow, until, become
at last a cataract, it sways the broad leaf of the pisang, as

easily as the lace-like fern. The basin into which it is ever

pouring its limpid water contains myriads of shining fish,

which find nourishment in the fruit which the torrent brings

down with it. And when chance rays of sun-light manage to

pierce the dome of verdure, then one's eyes are greeted with
a splendour of tints and colours, which one must have seen
before one can admit that it is impossible to describe them.

But other surprises are in store for us in these wild
localities. When after inarching for several hours, or rather
jumping from stone to stone in the bed of a river, one enters

the forest, one is struck by the incredible mass of dead
leaves which one meets with, and which form a fertile soil

for the trees from which they have fallen. All these leaves

are covered with a mildew as glossy as silk, delicate as

a spider's web, and white as snow, standing out against

a dark background. Indeed one is afraid to make a step

lest one should destroy in an instant these works of art of

such inimitable delicacy and elegance. In the midst of these

is enthroned the Giant of the Forest, the malaboumsi, a tree

whose trunk is a metre and a half in diameter, and which rears

its majestic head straight overhead at a height of 100 feet.

. It is natural that one should be singularly impressed
by this contrast, or rather by these extremes which meet, as

the proverb says, like the first and last pages of a treatise

on Botany placed side by side.
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The tree-trunks are covered with many species of
plants, belonging, ifc is true, to the same family, but varying
infinitely in their development. Here are rattans twining
round a tree like the boa round its prey. There the akar
tamboutou thick as man's arm grows side by side with the
rotan emboun as line as thread.

As has already been remarked, few large animals are
met with in these regions. Sometimes one hears the shrill

note of the argus pheasant. Occasionally a monkey is visible

leaping and swinging from one branch to another. But as

far as the smaller animals are concerned, an attentive explor-

er may observe much. Amongst insects, we found many
whose only means of defence lay in their disguise, creatures

which so much resemble, in form and colour, the earth and
the plants amongst which they live as to be mistaken for them.
The} r must have had many enemies to be obliged to assume
this disguise in order that their species maypreserve its vitality.

Before ending this narrative, I must touch upon the
charms which night oifers amidst these forests. Hardly has
the darkness set in and the stars begun to gleam through
the leafy roof than the forest is lighted up by a thousand
fires which, at first stationary, seem to be resting in the tree

tops in order to afterwards take flight in graceful curves, and
at last be lost to sight, like shooting stars.

Even the leaves, the dead twigs, the veiy soil itself, seem
to give forth a phosphorescent radiance. This formless mass
covering the earth, which but lately impeded our march, is

now enveloped in a mysterious light ; we might describe

it as an enchanted garden, like those of the Arabian stories,

if this simile were not worn threadbare.

It is unfortunate that this faiiy-like scene is marred by
the music of cicadae, which far from producing the harmoni-
ous sounds which would be appropriate to une belle nuit fantas-
tique, assail our ears with piercing cries, uttered with
demoniacal strength and a pertinacity only to be paralleled

by the bass notes in this impromptu concert which are sup-
plied by the mountain torrent.

Such are the sights that nature unfolded to us in Sumatra.
It will easily be understood that we shall not readily forget
them.


